Over 150 lines in six tunneling subbands of an intermolecular vibration located near 25 cm -r have been measured with partial hyperflne resolution and assigned to (NH, )2. The transitions sample all three types of tunneling states (A, G, E) and are consistent with the following assumptions: ( 1) G,, is the appropriate molecular symmetry group; (2) the equilibrium structure contains a plane of symmetry; (3) interchange tunneling of inequivalent monomers occurs via a tram path; (4) the 2C3 + I limit of hydrogen exchange tunneling is appropriate; (5) 
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of high resolution infrared, microwave, and far-infrared spectra of weakly bound hydride complexes has provided fundamental insight into the interesting and important concerted hydrogen tunneling dynamics that occur in these systems. Detailed investigations of (HF),,' (HCl),, ' and (H,0) 2,3 have established the dimer structures, the nature of tunneling paths between equivalent structures, the classes of motion that occur, the energy level diagrams associated with the rotational and tunneling motions, and qualitative features of the intermolecular potential surfaces. Despite the intrinsic interest in these systems and phenomena, the most exciting aspect of these studies lies, nevertheless, in the extension to larger clusters and in the corresponding prospects for elucidating the complex nature of local motions that occur in hydrogen bonded liquids and solids. Such knowledge seems essential for reliable modeling of proton transfer in these environments-a feat which remains beyond the means of current theories and theoreticians.
The ammonia dimer has proven to be an unexpectedly interesting and controversial object of these studies.4 Although ammonia has for many years served as a prototypical example of the traditional view of a hydrogen bonding system (both as donor and acceptor), recent investigations by Klemperer and co-worker? have shown that ammonia surprisingly does not act as a proton donor in any of its known binary complexes. In particular, the equilibrium structure of (NH, )2 characterized by Nelson et ~1.~7~ does not exhibit the expected near-linear hydrogen bonds. Rather, the C, axes of the monomers are offset and oriented nearly antiparallel, but making inequivalent angles ( 49" and 115") with the a inertial axis of the complex. This type of structure has been reproduced in only one high level ab initio *'Institut Wr Angewandte Physik, der Universitlt Bonn, Wegelerstrasse 8, D-5300 Bonn 1, West Germany.
. calculation,' whereas many others*-l6 produce the traditional linearly hydrogen bonded form. Furthermore, the experimental structure is not consistent with results from electrostatic models for the attractive potential." The structure obtained by Nelson et a1.5*6 was deduced from precise microwave measurements of two pure rotational transitions in K, = 0 (J = 1-O and J = 2 + 1) in two tunneling states (G, and G, ) for several isotopic forms of the dimer. Because the observed transitions appeared to be pure rotational transitions, it was concluded that they did not involve a change in tunneling state, and could thus directly characterize the dimer structure. The structural information was contained in the effective rotational constants, dipole moments, and quadrupole coupling constants. The first of these yields the vibrationally averaged distance between the monomer centers of mass, while the latter two provide vibrationally averaged angles between the monomer C, axes and the inertial axes of the complex. Because these angles did not vary significantly with isotopic substitution, it was concluded that the effective ("zero-point") structures obtained were reliable approximations to the equilibrium structure. Nevertheless, the disagreement between the theoretical structures and that obtained by Nelson et al. has been attributed to vibrational averaging effects in recent papers describing more detailed theoretical calculations.i7,'8 New calculations by Dykstra" employing an electrostatic model with ab initio values for the molecular properties do actually produce a structure that is fairly close to that of Nelson et al; one can rationalize this structure as resulting from the nitrogen lone pairs interacting simultaneously with two hydrogens. However, the level of agreement is still unsatisfactory. Considering the central importance of the ammonia dimer as a paradigm for hydrogen bonding, this discrepancy needs to be resolved.
The concerted hydrogen tunneling dynamics occurring in (NH, )* were characterized by Nelson and Klemperer" using dynamical group theory. The microwave transitions could be explained using the permutation-inversion group G,, . Each rotational level is split into eight tunneling levels: two A states, two G states, and four Estates. In the free rotor limit, these states correspond to different combinations of internally rotating monomers. For A states, both monomers have zero quanta of internal rotation about their C, axes (m = 0). In G states, only one monomer is rotating (m = 1 ), whereas in E states both monomers have m = 1. The Gstates are distinguished from other states because they follow different selection rules; they are the only states for which u-type pure rotational transitions are allowed. The interchange tunneling, which exchanges the inequivalent monomers, is quenched in the G states because the.two different internal rotational quanta (m = 0 and m = 1) for the two monomers correspond to different nuclear spins. Thus, an interchange would imply an exchange of nuclear spin.
The microwave measurements of Nelson ef ~1.~'~ sampled onZv the G states. Measurements of the v2 umbrella vibration in the infrared, reported by several groups,21-23 were unable to resolve either the different tunneling or rotational states, due to line broadening from rapid predissociation. Hence, neither the A nor Estates have been characterized previously. In this paper we report the measurement of hyperfine-resolved far infrared intermolecular vibration-rotation tunneling (VRT) spectra of (NH, )* in which all classes of tunneling states are sampled. An analysis is presented which supports the conclusions reached by Nelson et al., and which suggests a qualitative VRT energy level diagram for the system.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
VRT spectra were observed with the Berkeley tunable far infrared (FIR) laser spectrometer, which has been described previously.2"26 The Ar, (NH, ) m clusters were produced in a continuous, two-dimensional supersonic jet." Typical conditions involved expanding a mixture of 3% NH, in argon at approximately 1 atm through a 3.7 cm X 25 pm slit into a chamber maintained at 100 mTorr by an 1800 cfm Roots blower pumping system. Tunable FIR radiation was generated by mixing a fixed frequency FIR laser with tunable microwave radiation (2-42 GHz and 48-70 GHz) in a Schottky barrier diode. Nearly continuous scanning was performed with the 432 and 394,um (692.95 13 and 761.6083 GHz) formic acid laser lines. In addition, some spectra were measured using the 513 ,um (584.3882 GHz) formic acid line. Both sidebands (sum and difference frequency) were detected simultaneously. Spectra were recorded using frequency modulation of the microwave source and lock-in detection at 2f with an InSb hot electron bolometer. The linewidths are determined by the residual Doppler broadening of 400 kHz (FWHM). This is sufficiently narrow to enable the partial resolution of quadrupole hyperfine structure in (NH, ) 2. The laser was frequency-pulled during the measurements in order to determine if the transition was due to absorption of the lower or upper sideband, and then set back to the maximum power. This procedure results in small frequency deviations, which along with thermal drift in the cavity length, limit the accuracy in the frequency measurements to approximately 1 MHz.
Using the argon/ammonia mixture, more than 300 ab-sorption lines were measured over the range from 21 to 28 cm -' (625 to 830 GHz), as shown in Fig. 1 . Twenty-three of the strongest lines could be assigned to transitions from ArNH, ,28 and about 150 were assigned to (NH, )2. The strongest lines of (NH, ) 2 exhibited a signal-to-noise ratio of about 100, whereas those assigned to ArNH, were twice as strong.
Ill. THEORY
A. Group theoretical considerations
Nelson et a1.5v6v20 have argued that the most appropriate molecular symmetry group for (NH, ) 2 is the group Gs6. Larger symmetry groups are only required if the inversion tunneling of each monomer is active. NH, inversion has been shown to be quenched in all NH, -containing complexes studied to date except Ar-NH, ,29*30 and it appears reasonable to assume that it is quenched in the NH, dimer until evidence suggests otherwise. The operations which make up the G,, group are generated from C, rotations about the monomer axes, interchange of the two NH, monomers, and inversion of all particle coordinates in the center of mass multiplied by an appropriate permutation of nuclei to conserve the handedness of each monomer. Nelson et aL2' predicted that eight tunneling sublevels of each vibration-rotation level should be present if G,, is the appropriate symmetry group and assuming that the equilibrium structure possesses a plane of symmetry. They also assumed this molecular plane to contain the a and b inertial axes of the complex, although they note that it could equally well be the LI + c plane. Only two sets of pure rotation transitions were predicted to occur among these eight sublevels. This is consistent with the spectra observed by MBER, and constitutes experimental evidence, albeit negative, for G,, being the appropriate molecular symmetry group.
Although they were able to observe only the two sets of pure rotational transitions in the tunneling states with vibration-tunneling symmetry G (throughout this work we use italic type to indicate vibration-tunneling symmetry and ordinary print to indicate symmetry labels referring to the full VRT state), Nelson and Klemperer" established a theoretical correlation diagram which gives an indication of the size of the various tunneling splittings and the proposed energy level ordering. In doing so, they made use of group theoretical arguments and analogies to the more thoroughly studied (HF), and (H20)* systems."3 They concluded that the most likely situation is one in which hindered C, rotations leading to permutations of the hydrogen nuclei are especially facile, with the second motion-the interchange of the inequivalent NH, subunits within the complex-being somewhat more hindered. This limit, denoted ( 2C3 + I), implies that the hydrogen exchange tunneling frequency associated with C, rotation about the C,, axis of each of the two monomers is higher than the interchange frequency, and therefore that the tunneling splitting associated with hindered rotation is larger than the interchange tunneling splitting. Several other limiting cases were considered, viz., (I + 2C, ), (2C, ), (I). Consideration of the selection rules prevailing in each case provides the strongest evidence for the (2C, + I) limit. For this case, on/y pure rotational transitions are allowed for the two G states. In the (I + 2C, ) limit, only tunneling-rotational transitions are allowed. Nelson et al. observed only the former situation.
Assuming that G,, is the correct molecular symmetry group, and that the rigid nontunneling structure can be classified in the C, group, we expect each rotational level of (NH, )2 to split into eight tunneling sublevels. One can qualitatively describe the tunneling motions occurring in each state by considering the correlation diagram presented by Nelson and Klemperer.20 They show that the lowest energy levels are of A symmetry, constructed from two NH, monomers with each in its ground (m = 0) internal rotational state. C3 tunneling does not occur in these levels, but the two different A states (A, and A, ) are split by the interchange tunneling. The next lowest levels are the two Gstates, which are constructed from one rotating (m = 1) and one nonrotating (m = 0) NH, monomer. Because of the difficulty of exchanging different nuclear spin states (m = 0 is ortho, m = 1 is para) interchange tunneling is quenched in the G states. The two different sublevels ( G, and G, ) correspondtoNH,(l)withm=landNH,(2)withm=Oand NH,(l) with(m=O)andNH, (2) withm= l.Thelabels a and p are chosen to be consistent with the notation of Nelson et al. and do not reflect any fundamental molecular symmetry. In the E sublevels, both NH, monomers are in the m = 1 state. The angular momentum of the monomer rotation can be arranged in a parallel or antiparallel fashion, and interchange is again possible, since both NH, subunits have the same nuclear spin. Four tunneling states result: E, , E,, E,, and Ed.
Selection rules
In addition to establishing a model for the VRT energy level ordering, Nelson and Klemperer2' also give detailed consideration to the selection rules and spin statistics appropriate for K = 0 levels. In this section, we briefly review their results with specific reference to those points which are most relevant to the study of the intermolecular vibrations. We have expanded their treatment to include K, #O levels in order to include our own measurements, which span a number of sublevels with K, = 1. In Fig. 2 we show the ordering of the tunneling levels expected for K, = 0 and 1 in the ground vibrational level, along with the spin statistical weights associated with each VRT level. The switch in ordering of the tunneling sublevels that is shown in K, = 1 is consistent with our data, but is not rigorously confirmed at this point. The overall selection rules for VRT transitions are summarized in Table I. VRT selection rules for perpendicular (b-or c-type) transitions may be different from &type selection rules, and are explicitly dependent on the symmetry of the interchange tunneling path, as well as on the labeling of the axes contained in the plane of symmetry. (The plane of symmetry may contain the a + b axes or the a + c axes, as noted above. ) Following Hougen and Ohashi3' we distinguish between two such tunneling paths. They interpreted the (HF), spectra using selection rules determined from considering two tunneling paths, viz. cis and trans. A diagram illustrating these two corresponding paths for (NH, )2 is given in Fig. 3 . The z axis points from N, to N, , the x axis is chosen to be along the b axis, which is assumed here to be in the plane of symmetry, and y points along the c axis. These two paths are the simplest to consider because of the existence of intermediate C,, or C,, symmetry axes. In general, a more complicated path, similar to the geared-type rotation in ( H2 O), described by Coudert and Hougen,32 can occur. However, because there is no need at this point to consider such complications, we will restrict ourselves in the following discussion to the two paths mentioned above. The truns path has an intermediate C,, symmetry, while the cis path has C,, symmetry, as shown in Fig. 3 . The point group operations in the C,,, and C,, groups which correspond to the operations in the permutation inversion group G,, are given in Table II (A). The symmetry species of the rotational wave functions, as deduced from this table, are listed in Table II (B). The symmetry of the interchange tunneling path does not affect states with even K,. However, perpendicular b-type or c-type transitions, such as those observed here with K, = 1 -K, = 0, obey different selection rules for the cis and truns paths because the path symmetry affects that of the AI-A, 4-4 G&G 4 +4 E., +4 4 -4 K, = 1 level. For the cis path, all such transitions obey pure rotational selection rules, i.e., they do not change the tunneling sublevel. For the truns path, all AK = & 1 transitions, except those involving the G states, require a change of vibration-tunneling state. If the c axis is contained in the plane of symmetry, then some of the path dependent selection rules change; viz, the symmetries for K, = odd states change, while those for K, = even remain the same. The rotational symmetries corresponding to this possibility are given in Table II (C) and the selection rules can be derived from them.
We shall introduce one further assumption, viz. that overall rotation can be separated from the vibrational and tunneling motions. In this case, the overall wave function can be written as a product of vibrational tunneling and rotational wave functions. Selection rules must then be derived separately for the vibration tunneling and for the rotational part of the wave function. We therefore consider separately the question of whether a given vibrational tunneling transition is allowed, from that of whether a given rotational transition within a vibration tunneling subband is allowed. For example, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , for K, = 1 there are two levels of E, symmetry associated with each rotational level; one is associated with the E3 tunneling state and the other with the E,, tunneling state. If overall rotation and internal motions were strongly coupled, then we would expect allowed transitions from either of the J = 1 E, levels to both of the E, levels in J = 2. On the other hand, and we will proceed here with all further discussion based on this assumption, if these two types of motion are decoupled, then the transitions from J = 1 in the E3 tunneling state to J = 2 in the Ed tunneling state are forbidden, and only the transition J = 2 E3 (E, ) + J = 1E3 (E, ) is allowed. This situation is also depicted in Fig. 4 , specifically for the case of a VRT transition. For K, = 1, both asymmetry doublets associated with the vibration tunneling state of E, symmetry have the same symmetry species in the group G,, . This is also true for the E2 state. Thus, all four transitions among a pair of asymmetry doublets in the E2 +-E, bands are potentially allowed. If we separate the overall rotation from the vibration tunneling motion, however, only two of the four possible transitions [either two nontunneling transitions (VR) or two tunneling (VRT) transitions] will be allowed, which is actually what was observed in the present study. The overall selection rules for vibration-rotation tunneling transitions also depend on the choice of the symmetry species of the vibrational states in the group G,, . Multiplying the wave function of the excited vibrational state RT levels by a vibrational wave function of A, symmetry results in all allowed transitions corresponding to nontunneling transitions, independent of which limit [(I + 2C, ) or (2C, + I) ] is used. On the other hand, an A, vibration, for example, simply induces a switch in the symmetries of the rotational wave functions, thus not changing the tunneling selection rules. The latter case is in agreement with our measurements.
C. Statistical weights
The statistical weights for each overall (VRT) symmetry species have been tabulated previously," and we reproduce this table here (Table III) for convenience. Intensity patterns observed for iY, = 1 transitions, which result from nuclear spin statistical alternations, have been an important clue to assignment of the observed transitions. As shown in Fig. 2 , intensity alternation is expected within the K-type doublets of tunneling levels with A,, A,, A,, A,, E3, and E4 symmetries. For the G states and the E, and E2 states, no such alternation will be observed. The intensity alternation in A state K-type doublets will be 1.2: 1, while in the K-type doublets of the E, and E4 states it will be 1.4: 1 These ratios Havenith eta/.: The spectrum of ammonia dimer are similar enough to make distinguishing between the two possibilities very difficult, given the signal/noise ratio of the lines we have thus far observed.
Since several of the assignments presented here rely on intensity measurements, some remarks about the quality and reliability of these measurements are clearly in order. In general, the observed intensities depend on the density of molecules produced in the jet, the FIR laser power, the microwave power, and the throughput of various optical elements, as well as on atmospheric absorptions-especially by H, 0. Relative intensity measurements made in the course of broad survey scans are thus not especially useful. The exception to this scenario is the case for lines observed within the same scan or in consecutive scans (within -100 MHz of each other). For such lines, we are able to record accurate relative intensities, limited only by the S/N of the observed transitions. In establishing the assignments, we have primarily made use of the relative intensities of such closely spaced lines. For one subband (A3 -A 1 ) it was found necessary to make use of the relative intensities of lines spaced by OS-l.0 GHz. We have attempted somewhat more careful measurements of the laser power for these measurements, but they are, in any case, less reliable.
D. Energy level diagram
A qualitative ordering of the relative energies of the various tunneling states for the ground rotational state in the (2C, + I) limit was presented by Nelson and Klemperer." Although we have now measured spectra involving four new tunneling states not sampled by Nelson et aL5s6 in their MBER studies, we can actually add little quantitative support for this proposed energy level scheme, because we have not yet observed any spectral features which contain a common level. We have measured spectra originating in both K, = 0 and K, = 1 levels of the ground state, and on the basis of these observations, we suggest that the energy level ordering of the tunneling states in K, = 1 may actually be reversed from that in K, = 0. The proposed picture is shown in Fig. 5 , where we show both the ground and vibrationally excited levels, along with the vibration tunneling transitions which have been observed. This figure is drawn to be consistent with the following assumptions: ( 1) The observed intermolecular vibration is ofA, symmetry; (2) the plane of symmetry is in the a-b molecular plane in both the ground and the excited state; (3) the interchange tunneling motion proceeds via a trans pathway.
As has now been well documented for monomers and dimers,3 molecules relax by collisions according to dipole selection rules in supersonic jets. The rapid cooling that obtains thus preserves the equilibrium distribution among different VRT manifolds which are not connected by electric dipole transitions. For example, collisional transitions between A and E manifolds of the NH, monomer are forbidden. In a 5 K expansion," we expect to have the temperature define only the relative population within each manifold, while the relative population in the different manifolds will be defined by the spin statistics associated with each symmetry.
The primary new experimental evidence pertaining to the ordering of the tunneling sublevels is the observation of three subbands assigned to the K, = 1 E tunneling sublevels of the ground vibrational state, principally on the basis of their similar (unresolved) hyperfine envelopes. The measured intensities of these transitions, relative to those originating in the K, = 0 G, states is approximately 6:l.
An exact calculation of the expected intensity ratios would require the knowledge of the energy separation between the different rotational and tunneling sublevels, and of Trot -Nevertheless, we can state that for the case of complete relaxation of all E sublevels into the K, = 1 manifold, an intensity ratio of 4: l-8:1 is expected. If the Estate ordering was not inverted, meaning that if the K, = 1 Estate was 130 GHz above the K, = 0 Estate, and therefore at least I30 GHz above the K, = 0 G state, a ratio of 12:l or more (G, K, = O:E, K, = 1) would be expected.
Because of the above, and because we do not observe any transitions associated with the K, = 0 E states, the energy level ordering and the large energy difference between K, = 1 E sublevels and K, = 0 sublevels shown in Fig. 5 appears to adequately explain the available data. Other explanations, including the scenario that we have simply not scanned in the correct frequency region for the K, = 0 E transitions, are possible, however. The present energy level ordering was initially proposed by Hougen and Coudert, 34 it can be explained within the context of a high barrier analysis such as they employ in the study of (H, O), . It remains to be seen whether or not such an analysis can be fruitfully employed for (NH, ) 2, especially in view of the extremely flat potential surface which is evidenced both in ab initio calculations and by the present observation of a -25 cm -' vibrational frequency.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Rotational assignment
We have been able to assign six separate subbands to intermolecular vibration-rotation tunneling transitions, as listed in Table IV 
The results of the fits are given in Table V where the constants labeled b.o. represent the band origins, and are equal to A plus Y, the intermolecular vibrational frequency, where appropriate. The signs of the constants (B -C) , d, , and h, , are consistent with the assumption that (B -C) is negative for all vibrationally excited states. None of these subbands share a common level. The two subbands in Table IV (A) and IV (B) are assigned as K, = 0 +-0 transitions. The two available J = 2 t 0 combination differences indicate that the ground states of these two subbands are the same two G symmetry tunneling sublevels of the lower vibrational state observed in the microwave study of Nelson et a1.576 Using these combination differences, the bands were individually assigned as G, and G,. In the final fit, the hyperline-corrected R (0) and R ( 1) pure rotational transitions from Nelson et aL5 were included, with weights chosen according to the inverse of the square of their experimental uncertainties. A scan showing theR (1) lineoftheG,,+ Gp subband is presented in Fig. 6 .
The transitions in Table IV (C) are assigned as A, + A 1 , K, = 1~0. The R (4) line is shown in Fig. 7 . The lines show a substructure, which is caused by a partially resolved hyperfine splitting. The observation of a Q branch indicates that the band is a perpendicular type band.
Three subbands are assigned to the E tunneling sublevels. Representative spectra for two of them are given in Fig.  8 . The E2 c E, subband was assigned as a K, = 1 c 1 transition, based on the observation of a resolvable K type splitting (ranging from 1 to 40 MHz), the presence of P( 2) and R ( 1) lines, and the absence of R (0) and P( 1) lines. In contrast to the rather small K-type splitting in the E, +-E, subbands, the two E, *E3, E4 WE., , K, = 1 c 1 series show a large Ktype splitting ( 1 to 12 GHz). The band origins of these two subbands differ by only 38 MHz. This assignment of these two bands is based on the following facts: Neither P( 1) nor R(0) could be found despite searches with more than adequate sensitivity. R ( 1) is not observable due to atmospheric water absorption. Observation of the Q( 1) transition indicates that this must, therefore, be a K, = 1 + 1 subband. Alternative assignments of the data were tested in order to avoid the unusual result that the K-type splitting is large compared to the difference between the band origins. Assignment of the transitions spaced by 38 MHz as a K-type doublet within a single tunneling state, as well as the other possibilities gave unreasonable K-type splittings, or an un-TABLE IV. VRT bands assigned in this work.
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(Ohs. (15) 0X04925 (91) reasonable increase in the standard deviation of the fit. Although we believe that the R( 10) transitions listed in Table  IV E and IV F belong to these two E-type subbands because they have the proper splittings and line shapes resulting from unresolved hyperfine, these lines were not included in the fit because doing so results in a factor of 2 increase in the standard deviation of the fit. The lower states of the E3,4 subbands appear to be perturbed. In particular, we note the unphysically large asymmetry parameter required to fit the data. Also, the standard deviation of the fit is 2.6 MHz, which is more than twice the experimental uncertainty, whereas the other bands are fit considerably better. For ordinary semirigid molecules, the determination of the asymmetry parameters for seven different vibration tunneling states would allow some deductions to be made regarding structure of the molecule. However, in the present case, the apparent perturbation in the E3 and E4 tunneling sublevels of the ground state, and the large variation in B -C among the other states serves only as evidence that the molecule is extremely fluxional. We find that (B -C) in the upper states of the K, = 1~ 1 subbands changes sign relative to the lower states. If (B -C) is, in fact, negative for all vibrationally excited states and positive for all tunneling states sampled in the ground vibrational state, then this unusual result could be related to the symmetry of the intermolecular vibration. It is possible that the two axes switch in the FIG. 7 . Stick spectrum of K, = 0 A, --A, with a typical line vibrationally excited state (i.e., the b axis of the ground state becomes the c axis of the vibrationally excited level, both corresponding to the x axis of the molecule-fixed frame). Such an axis switching would interchange the relative energies of the two symmetry species of the K-type doublets for K, = odd, while having no observable consequences for states with K, = even. Unfortunately, other reasonable explanations exist for the observed sign alternation in (B -C), including the possibility of an A, vibration, and hence no definitive conclusions can be drawn at this stage.
B. Tunneling assignment
The tunneling assignment of the two G subbands was straightforward because of the available combination differences. According to the selection rules, the two observed G bands must be pure vibrational transitions (G, c G,, Gp c-Gp ), or they both could be vibration tunneling transitions, ( GR c G, , G, c Gp.) Possibilities involving one tunneling and one nontunneling transition require a common upper state, and thus are easily eliminated since this was not found to be the case. Reasonable estimates place the interchange tunneling splitting at a few tens of GHz. This follows from analogy to both (H,O), and (HF),, for which the interchange frequencies are 19.0 (Ref. sitions were observed in the microwave experiments of Nelson et a1.5r6 The pair of vibration tunneling subbands would be expected to be separated roughly by the sum of the interchange frequencies in the ground and vibrationally excited states. Since the two observed G subbands are separated by a much smaller frequency ( 1 GHz), we assign them as nontunneling transitions: G, + G, and GP + GP As can be seen in Fig. 8 (a) , the two components of the K-type doublets belonging to lines in theK, = 1 t 1 subband whose origin is 747 GHz have identical intensity. Only four tunneling sublevels can have K-type doublets with a 1: 1 intensity ratio. These are the two G, the E, , and the E2 tunneling states. Since we do not observe a second nearby state, this transition must be a tunneling GB t G,, G, + Gp pair if it involves the G states. However, if tunneling transitions G, and G, are allowed, both G states should be in thermal equilibrium at T,,, . If no such dipole transitions are possible, the population distribution among those levels is governed by T,,,, which is considerably higher than T,,,, as discussed before. Despite the extremely low jet temperature ( r,,, = 1 K) reported by Nelson et al.6 their observed intensity ratio between identical rotational lines of different G states excludes the possibility of relaxation processes among those tunneling states. This implies that tunneling G, -GP, 4786 Havenith eta/.: The spectrum of ammonia dimer G, + G,, transitions are forbidden. We therefore assign the observed transition as either E, +E, or E, +E,. We are presently unable to distinguish between these two possibilities. For simplicity, we will refer to this subband as E2 +E, in what follows.
The two K, = I+ 1 parallel subbands whose origins are at 73 1.565 and 73 1.603 GHz are assigned as E3 -Es and E4 c Ed. The small spacing between the band origins is indicative of a pair of transitions occurring with no change in tunneling state. In the ( 2C3 + I) limit, only two such transitions are permitted, viz. among the two G states, or E, c E3 and E., c E,,. For both the subband assigned above as E, c 6, and for this pair assigned E3 t Es, Ed + E4, we are forced to choose between assignment to sublevels of E symmetry or of G symmetry. The unresolved hypertlne envelopes and their J dependences are similar in these three subbands; we therefore can logically assign all three transitions as either E-E or G+ G. Since there are six unique sublevels involved (i.e., having no common levels), whereas only two K, = 1 vibration tunneling G states occur for each vibrational level, we assign these transitions as occurring among the E states. The assignment is based upon the assumption that it is more likely that all E states will exhibit the same hypertine structure than the possibility that G and Estates will show the same hyperfme structure pattern, especially since the interchange tunneling should be quenched in the G states. Furthermore, careful measurements were performed to compare the intensities of identical rotational transitions in the E, -Es and E4 +E4 subband. This indicated that identical rotational transitions from both tunneling subbands have the same spin statistical weight. By inspecting Fig. 2 , we find that this requires the assumption of an interaction which switches the ordering of one of the K-type doublets (as shown in Fig. 4) . We note that the above considerations could also permit assignment of the nontunneling transitions to the K, = 1 G states, which we assume to have a different hyperfme structure.
Finally, we turn to the perpendicular K, = 1 +O transition. Measurement of the relative intensities of several Q branch lines indicates a ratio of Jodd /J, ", , of 1.25 ( 15 ) . This indicates that the lower state is either A, or Ed, for which the theoretical relative intensities of Jodd/Jeven are -78/66 ( 1.18) and 42/30 ( 1.43)) respectively. The other bands with such intensity alternation originate in the A, and E3 sublevels, but have expected relative intensities of Jdd/Jeven of 66/78 (0.85); 30/42 (0.71)) which are inconsistent with the observed ratio. Since we expect that the K, = 0 E levels are significantly depleted by collisional relaxation into the K, = 1 E levels, and a comparison with the combination differences of the already assigned vibrationally excited K, = 1 E4 state showed no coincidences, we assign this transition as A, + A, . It should also be noted that the rotational constants of this subband are close to the structural values.
C. Hyperfine structure Nelson et aZ.5s6 were able to use the 14N quadrupole hypertine structure from a number of different isotopes to obtain structural information about (NH, )2. In particular, the angle between the C, axis of an NH, monomer and the a axis of the cluster is given by the relation eqQNIl, eqQ,, = ____ 2 (3cos2f?--I), (2) where eQqoo is the measured nuclear quadrupole coupling constant of the complex, eqQNH3 is the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant for a NH, monomer, and 8 is the relevant angle. Unfortunately, the nitrogen quadrupole coupling constants are too small to allow for an accurate determination of the hyperfine constants in all of the states we have measured, given the resolution of the FIR laser experiment. For the G states, we were able to fix the ground state hyperfine constants at the values obtained by Nelson et al. and thus determine the upper state hyperline constants. The constants thus determined are explicitly for the Go state, although one does not expect significantly different results for the G, state. A combined weighted fit of the assigned hyperfme components for the R (2), R ( 1 ), and P( 2) transitions in the Gp state, including lines from Nelson et a1.,5 was used to obtain an estimate for the hyperfine parameter in the vibrationally excited state. The calculations were carried out using The fit yielded the following results for the excited state:
eqQA, = 1.80(18) MHz eqQ& = -0.50(25) MHz. These parameters resulted in the following constraints on the excited state angles 0, and 8,) assuming that the structure in these G states are sufficiently rigid to justify their extraction from the expectation value of P2 : 94<6, <105, 48<8, <52. These are then compared with the angles determined for the lower state :' 0, = 1155(l) Q2 =48.6(l) . Detailed analysis of the hyperflne structure of the other states was impeded by inadequate resolution, and by the requirement for four independent parameters to describe the hyperflne structure in K, = 1 sublevels. However, we investigated the qualitative features of the observed hyperfine structure for three different cases: (I) The hyperfine constants of all states were held fixed at the ground state values for the K, = 0 G states. (2) The observed hyperfine structure was assumed to result from averaging over the tunneling motion, assuming a tram interchange tunneling path. The expectation value of P2 (cos 8) for this path produces esQaa = 0.18 1 MHz. The value of eqQ,, is, in this case, identical for both nuclei, due to the rapid interchange tunneling. (3) The hyperfine structure was taken to be the average value resulting from the cis tunneling path, giving eqQaa = -3.972 MHz. The additional parameter (eqQ,, -eqQ, ) was taken from the relation26 CeqQ,, + eqQbb -eqQ,, 1 = eqQNH,,
which is valid if complex formation does not substantially affect the field gradients at the nuclei. The pattern obtained when employing the cis path averaged parameters predicted a hyperfine structure spread over several MHz, in contrast to our measurements, which evidence a much more confined splitting. Neither of the other models used actually reproduce the observed data either, but the differences were much less striking.
The hyperfine measurements thus argue against a cis tunneling path for the exchange tunneling. However, only an improved determination of the hyperfine structure in the various tunneling states will allow us to obtain a more detailed understanding of the nature of the actual tunneling path.
D. Vibrational assignment
There are six intermolecular vibrational modes in (NH, )*. Several ab initio calculations have predicted the existence of a very low lying vibrational frequency in (NH, )*, although none of these same calculations actually reproduce the experimental geometry. Both Dykstra and coworkers17*'9 and Frisch and co-workers36 calculate a harmonic frequency of -25 cm -' for the lowest intermolecular vibration (a torsion). Our observation of the two nontunneling G state transitions, as well as the transitions connecting andE,+ Ed, establish the existence of a vibrational state of the complex -25 cm -' above the ground state. We note that the above ab initio calculations give A ' as the symmetry (in the C, limit) of the lowest excited vibrational state.
The available information is not sufficient to determine the symmetry of the vibration in G,, . Because of the ambiguity in the symmetry label of the vibrational wave function, we cannot determine if the transitions originating in the A, and E, sublevels are actually tunneling or nontunneling in nature. The selection rules for the other four transitions forbid tunneling in the (2C, + I) limit regardless of vibrational symmetry.
We are also presently limited in our ability to characterize the nature of the vibrational motion because of the extreme variations observed in the rotational constants. The hyperfine constants for the two K, = 0 c 0 G subbands provide the most clear indication at this point. The measured values of the quadrupole coupling constant indicate a decreasein8, from115.5(1)"inthegroundstateto99.5(5.5) in the upper state, and an increase in 19, from 48.6( 1)" in the ground state to 50(2)" in the upper state. This constitutes some evidence for torsional motion. The relatively large angular change that apparently occurs upon vibrational excitation should significantly affect the facility with which the two NH, subunits interchange roles. Establishing the interchange frequencies in the ground and excited states would thus be particularly interesting.
V. DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections, we have detailed the assignment of six FIR-subbands to tunneling subbands of a low frequency intermolecular vibration. These assignments are made on the basis of detailed group theoretical arguments, extending the work of Nelson and Klemperer.*' This treatment has been carried out without the aid of a model poten-tial, and relies on several assumptions: ( 1) G,, is the appropriate molecular symmetry group. (2) The existence of a plane of symmetry in the equilibrium structure of the complex. (3) The C, tunneling motion dominates the interchange tunneling (2C, f I limit is appropriate). (4) Vibration tunneling and rotational motions of the complex are separable. (5) Interchange tunneling of inequivalent monomers occurs via a tunneling path of trans symmetry. Arguments presented in the preceding sections seem to justify these assumptions; at least the available data are consistent with them, and they correspond to established features of the much more thoroughly characterized (HF), and (H,O), systems. Some experimental support for these assumptions is summarized below. large energy difference from the A states.
The assumption of separability of rotation and tunneling motions is supported by the observation of only half of the transitions that would be allowed if they were, in fact, strongly coupled.
Our data support the assumption that G,, is the group which includes all feasible permutation inversion operations for (NH, >Z. Groups smaller than G,, , such as G,, (including only internal rotation for each NH, monomer) or G, (including only the interchange motion), either would show no intensity alternations, as was found for the A, +A, transition, or the selection rules would forbid pure rotational transitions, such as the G+ G transitions observed by Nelson et al. If we would increase the group size to allow for motions which change the handedness of each NH, monomer (the umbrella inversion), then G,, becomes the molecular symmetry group. In this group, each rotational level would split into 22 levels, with 14 of them having nonzero spin statistical weight; twelve of these would be G states, and there would be one A and one B state. Therefore, we would expect to see several G state transitions, and particularly, we should observe more than two nontunneling transitions. This was clearly not the case; moreover, measurements of other NH, complexes4 have shown, that in all complexes studied, except Ar-NH,, the umbrella inversion is quenched by the anistropy of the intermolecular potential. In general, we were able to obtain a consistent description of all measured transitions within the group Gj,. An overall energy level diagram which shows the transitions observed and assigned in this work is given in Fig. 5 . It is based on the assumption of an intermolecular vibration of A, symmetry, a tram interchange tunneling pathway, and a plane of symmetry containing the a and b principal axes. The level sequence of the lower state is chosen as suggested by Hougen and Coudert. 34 The observed transitions put restrictions on the energy level sequence of the vibrationally excited state. In particular, our assignment of the E3 -E4 subbands for K = 1, forces us to assume a different energy level order for the vibrationally excited K, = 1 state relative to the K, = 1 groundstate. No information on the level sequence in the K, = 0 excited vibrational state is obtained, because only G states are accessed by our data.
The ordering of the K-type doublet components of the E, or E4 tunneling states is switched, as discussed in Sec. IV B. This is accompanied by a large K-type splitting. Both effects require the assumption of an interaction which influences the K, = 1 energy levels. A possible source would be the Coriolis interaction between the E3, E4 K, = 1 levels. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the K, = 0 E, and E4 levels are separated by a tunneling splitting, whereas for K, = 1 each tunneling state consists of a E3 and E4 symmetry species. In this picture, the Coriolis interaction, which causes interacting levels to repel, could lead to a switching of the K-type doublet components in one of the tunneling states (as shown in Fig. 5 ). The same switch would have to be assumed for the vibrationally excited state. The small energy difference between the two subbands (38 MHz), and the nearly identical parameters obtained for them, may indicate a small energy separation between the two tunneling energy levels.
In all the group theoretical considerations it was assumed that the ammonia dimer possesses a plane of symmetry. If the equilibrium structure cannot be described by C,, there will be a further doubling ofeach of the states described by G,, . In addition to the tunneling motions mentioned before, a tunneling motion through the plane of symmetry will occur. Therefore, one would expect to observe&r pure rotational transitions, due to the four populated G levels. Only if the different G states were separated by a large energy gap, such that collisional relaxion results in a considerable decrease in the population of the upper G states, will this assumption be in agreement with the observation of only two G levels by Nelson et al.. The (2C, + I) limit was proposed by Nelson et al. It is also consistent with the observation made here that the band origins of the two G subbands were found to be within 1 GHz of one another, whereas other parallel subbands (of E symmetry) are 130 GHz away. In addition, the rotational constants of both G states are quite similar, but these differ considerably from the constants found in the K, = 0, A state. This can be explained in terms of the (2C, + I) limit, wherein the two G levels are close in energy, but separated by a We do not get reliable values for the bond length changes involved, because, as pointed out before, the rotational constants do not reliably reflect the structural values. In general, B for the lower state varies by 0.8%, comparing the different K levels (K, = 1 and K, = 0) and tunneling states. A calculation of R,, , the average distance between the centers of mass of the two NH, monomers, based on the rotational constant B will therefore not be more accurate than 0.4%. For the upper state, the calculated R,, value changes by up to 2%. We should note that the spread of B values found for different tunneling states is considerably larger than found for (H,0),.3t33
All observed G states seem to be perturbed. In contrast with the A, and A, states, distortion constants as high as H were necessary in order to fit the data. The K, = 0 and K, = 1 G states can interact with each other through a Coriolis interaction. This would change the effective rotational constants, (B + C/2) = ??, values of the two states in such a way that the B value of the lower state will be decreased, while the g value for the upper state will increase. The evidence for perturbation in the lower K = 0 G states is of particular significance, given the existing controversy over the equilibrium structure of the ammonia dimer. The structural determination of Nelson et al. is deduced exclusively from microwave measurements on these G states, and is based on the assumption that these states are nontunneling, and unperturbed, corresponding to a rigid molecular structure. In addition to the decrease in the effective rotational constant that results from the K, = 0 -K, = 1 mixing, the expectation values of P, (cos 8) and P2 (cos 0) could also be perturbed. Since these properties, deduced from Stark effect and hyperfine measurements on the G states, were inverted to provide the angular characterization of the complex structure, error in the latter could also result from such a perturbation. These effects are probably relatively small, however, since the structure deduced by Nelson et al. did not vary significantly among different isotopomers, as it would be expected to if either Coriolis perturbations or zero-point effects were important.
